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RESTRICTINGREGRESSIONSLOPES
IN THE ERRORS-IN-VARIABLESMODELBY BOUNDING
THE ERROR CORRELATION
BY TIMOTHY ERICKSON 1

1. INTRODUCTION
REMEDIES FOR THE ERRORS-IN-VARIABLES problem often take the form of consistently
estimable bounds on a parameter,the advantageof such remedies being that they
requireweaker assumptionsthan those needed for consistentestimationof the parameter itself. The seminal result is the "errors-in-variables
bound" of Gini (1921), which
states that the slope on the mismeasuredvariablelies betweenthe probabilitylimit of the
least squares estimate of the coefficienton the proxy and the probabilitylimit of the
"reverse"regressionestimateof the same coefficient.This result has been generalizedto
multiplemismeasuredregressorsby Kalman(1982) and Klepperand Leamer(1984),and
to equationsystemsby Leamer(1987).
All these results require that the measurementerror(s) be uncorrelatedwith the
equationerror(s).2It is not hardto thinkof exampleswhere these errorsare correlated,
however.The consumptionfunctionstudyof Friedman(1957) assumedzero correlation
between an equation error interpretedas transistoryconsumptionand a measurement
errorinterpretedas transitoryincome. But imperfectcapitalmarketsinduce correlation
by interferingwith intertemporalconsumptionsmoothing, and some determinantsof
transitoryincome, such as severe illness, affect transitoryconsumptionas well. Another
example is an earnings equation where education is quantifiedin terms of qualityadjustedyearsof schooling,but is measuredby actualyearsof schooling.If "ability"is an
omittedvariablethen the measurementand equationerrorswill be negativelycorrelated.
This is because within any group of individualshaving identical values for "true"
education,personsof above averageabilitywill tend to have aboveaverageearningsbut,
since they also tend to learn faster, below averageyears of schooling.
No bounds exist if the zero-correlationassumptionis dropped,a point establishedin
Kraskerand Pratt (1986), Bekker,Kapteyn,and Wansbeek(1987), and Erickson(1989).
Generalizingthe Gini bound to such situations therefore requires alternativeprior
information.Kraskerand Pratt use a priorlower bound on the correlationbetween the
proxyand the true regressor,and derivevalues for this bound ensuringthat regression
coefficientsin the true model have the same signs as the correspondingcoefficientsin the
equationwith the proxy.Bekker,Kapteyn,and Wansbeekderivefinite bounds,using as
their priorinput an upperbound on the covariancematrixof the errors.
errorcorrelaIt is likelythat individualswho believe the equationerror-measurement
tion is nonzero also believe at least as stronglythat it is neither -1 nor 1. The present
paper worksout the implicationsof placingupper and lower boundson this correlation
in a multiple regression model with exactly one mismeasuredregressor.3Letting p
denote the error correlation,r denote the populationpartial correlationbetween the

1I thankthe co-editor,the referee,DavidK. Levine,Ed Leamer,Toni Whited,Peter Gottschalk,
Kim Zieschang,Brent Moulton,Rob McClelland,and MarshallReinsdorffor valuablecomments,
and Zek Eser and Paul Suh for researchassistance.
2 In this paper "equationerror"means the sum of a true equationerrorand any measurement
error in the dependent variable. "Measurementerror" refers only to measurementerror in a
regressor.
3Allowing only one mismeasuredregressorstill permitswide application.Recent papers that

explicitlyassumeonly one mismeasuredregressorincludeBarroand Sala-i-Martin(1992),and Solon
(1992).
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dependentvariableand proxy,and U and L denote the prior bounds, the main results
are as follows, for the case where r is positive: if L S rS U, then the coefficient is
unrestricted;if U < r, then the coefficienton the unobservedtrue regressorlies in a
finite intervalof positivenumbers;and if L > r, then, surprisingly,the coefficientcan be
any number not in the Gini interval.In each case the set of possible values for the
coefficienton a correctlymeasuredregressoris the image,undera linearmapping,of the
possible values for the coefficienton the unobservedregressor.To reduce the cost of
assessingprior bounds, and to assist public reporting,corollaryresults are given that
summarize those (U, L) combinationsensuring any desired coefficient satisfies any
hypothesizedinequality.
The paper is arrangedas follows:Section 2 presentsthe model, and determineswhen
priorboundson p implyrestrictionson the coefficientof the proxiedregressor.Section3
reports restrictionson the remainingcoefficients.An appendixcontains the proof to
Theorem 1. Corollaries1.1 and 1.2 have obviousproofswhich are left to the reader.
2. IMPLICATIONS OF PRIOR BOUNDS ON THE ERROR CORRELATION

The multiplelinear regressionmodel with one mismeasuredregressorcan be written
Yi=y+Xi +Zia+ui,
Xi=Xi + Ei
(2)
where only the scalars yi and xi and the 1 x k vector Zi are observable.It is assumed
that {Xi,Zi, ui, Ej is an independentrandomsequencewith covariancematrix
(1)

o*xx o*xz
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ui,
(X0,Zj, Ei)
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0

0

u 0-U|
0
0
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/-.

The upper diagonalblock need only be nonnegativedefinite,but it is assumedthat the
lowerblock is positivedefinite.The observablevariables(yi, xi, Zj) are assumedto have
the positivedefinitecovariancematrix
V=

f yy

vyx

vYZl

vxy

vxx

vxz.

vzy

vzx

vZz

Let L and U be numberssuch that - 1 < L S corr(ui, Ej)S U < 1. The problem is to
determineif a givenvector (V, L, U) impliesrestrictionson 0 and/or S. It will be shown
that some (V, L, U) do implysuch restrictions,and formulasare given for the endpoints
of the intervalscharacterizingthese restrictions.The formulasdepend on (V, L, U), and
can be consistentlyestimatedby replacingV with some consistentestimatorV.
The analysisrelies on the fact that (1)-(2) implyequationsexpressingV as a function
of 0, S, and var(xi, Zi,ui, ei). Using the identity azz-vzz, and noting that the block
diagonalityof var(Xi,Zi, ui, Ei) implies orzy= vzx, these equationscan be written
(3)

vyy =crXX02+ a'v ZZ + 20vxzs + O-uu,

(4)

vxx =crx + o(E

(5)
(6)

Xy

0'XX

E

vxZs + aUE

vzy = vZXO+ vzz

.
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corr(ui,ei) can be imposedon this equationsystemvia the identities

a2

2

(7)

p2

(8)

sign (p) = sign (ue).

Given (V, p), let A be the set of vectors (0,3, crX, auu,
a-ue) that solve (3)-(8) subject
to var(Xi,Zi) being n.n.d. and var(ui, ei) being p.d. Let P be the projectionof A on the
0-axis, and let e be the union of the sets P generated by letting p range over the
interval [L,U]. The union 9 consists of all those, and only those, 0-values that are
consistent with the given V, the prior restriction L 6 p S U, and the restrictionson
var(xi, Zi, ui, 8i); in this sense 69shallbe regardedas the set of possiblevaluesfor 0, and
the complementto 69,if nonempty,as representingrestrictionson 0. Theorem 1 below
characterizese for all possible (V, L, U). Section 3 then maps 69 into restrictionson S.
To state Theorem 1, let
0E,

vyx.z

r=,

b-

,

V Yy . vXZ I

Vxx

vyx.z

,

br=

vxz

vyy.z
Vyx Z

v - v vjv
where v
. = v -vv1 'vzy, and v .
-vyZv7z1vZ.
The quantityr is the populationpartialcorrelationbetween y and x, while b and br are
the populationcounterpartsto, respectively,the coefficienton x from the least squares
regressionof y on (x, Z), and the reciprocalof the coefficienton y from the regression
of x on (y, Z); recall that (b, br) is the Gini bound.
THEOREM

1: Assume r > 0, and let

MU= Fb(rRu where Ru = [r -

(r2

-

U2)(1

/R-

1)

-

U2) ]/U2.

MU= VbbrRu+ \/RU-1)
Then:

(a) U60=*6?={0: b<i9<br};
={0: mu<0 Mu}and O<mu<b<br<Mu;
(b) O<U<r=
(c) L6r?U =
(0:-oo<0<oo};
(d) L>r=*i9={0:0<bor0>br}.
REMARK1: The assumption r> 0 is unrestrictive(assuming r # 0) since one can
alwaysmultiply xi by -1. Also, it can be shown that mu and Mu are, respectively,
decreasingand increasingin U, satisfying(mu, Mu) (b, br)as U -* 0, and (mu, Mu)
(mr, Mr) as U - r, where

(9)

mr=br-

br> bbr and Mr= br+ Vb> - bbr.

To use Theorem 1 for public reportingit is best to give readersa way of using their
own values for (L, U). One such way, made possible by the fact that L does not appear
in (a) and (b), is to reportthe boundson 0 as functionsof U. Anotherway, appropriate
when a hypothesisof the form 0 > c (or 0 < c) is at issue, is to use the followingresult to
reportthe set of all prior boundsthat implythe hypothesis:
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1.1: Let
(rh

r-

1)

h

c

+

X

(a) If c?mr, then U<r=0>c.
(b) Ifmr<c<b,
then U<Uc=*6>c.
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

If c > b, then there are no pairs (L, U) implying 0 > c.
If c > Mr, then U < r 0 < c.
If br < c < Mr, then U < Uc= 0 < c.
If c < br, then there are no pairs (L, U) implying 0 < c.

REMARK2: Uc is the value of U such that mu = c for c satisfying mr <c <b; if
instead br < c < Mr, then Uc is that U such that Mu = c. In either case, 0 < Uc < r.
REMARK3: Because mr > 0, one can use part (a) for the importanthypothesis6 > 0.

Returningto Theorem 1, it is worth emphasizingpart (d), which is potentiallyvery
useful. The Gini result is rarelyinvokedin practicebecause for manytypicaldata sets it
is too long to be useful. (This generalizationdoes not apply to the intervalsfor S; see
Section 3.) For example, the interval is (0.1, 10) if vyxz = 0.1 and VYYZ= vxxz= 1.
Under part (d), however, such an interval is forbiddento 0, so its length can be an
advantagein discriminatingagainstmanyhypotheses.
3. RESTRICTIONS

ON OTHER COEFFICIENTS

Often the reason a proxy is used is to avoid omitted variable bias in estimating
coefficientson perfectlymeasuredvariables.Theorem 1 permitsinferencesabout these
coefficientsvia the followingexpression,which is obtainedby solving(6) for c:
(10)

a=VjZVZ

-vj

v

0.

Let 5j, z qj, and s; denote the jth elementsof, respectively,S, Zi, v- 1vzy and v1 v
Note that qj is the coefficienton zij from the populationleast squaresregressionof y1
on Zi, and s; is the coefficienton zij from the regressionof xi on Zi. The jth equation
in (10) can now be written
Si

= qj - sjO.

The term sjO is the usual one for omittedvariablebias. The value of a proxyis that it can
limit the size of this bias. For example,if the conditionsin (a) or (b) of Theorem 1 are
satisfied,then s^O,and hence 5j,will be confinedto a finite interval.In contrastto typical
boundson 0, it shouldnot be unusualfor boundson 3, to be quite short,because sJ can
be near zero. Note also that boundsfor &Jneed not excludethe origin,thus complicating
inferenceabout sign. (On the other hand, the "forbiddeninterval"for 3, impliedby (d)
of Theorem 1 may include the origin, thereby allowing one to reject the oft-tested
hypothesis 5, = 0.) The possibilitiesfor sign inference,and more generallyfor inference
about one-sided hypotheses,are given by the followingsummaryof those pairs (L, U)
that imply Si > c* for given c*:
COROLLARY 1.2: Let c = (qj - c*)/sj.
(a) If c?mr and s1<0, then U<rr= S1c*.
(b) Ifmr<C<bands<O,
then U<Uc=
j>c*.
(c) If c > b and sj < 0, then there are no pairs (L, U) that can ensure Si > c*.
(d) If c>Mr and sj>0, then U<r=j>c*.
c Mr and sJ > 0, then U < Uc=*S > c*.
(e) If br < <
(f) If c < br and sj > 0, then there are no pairs (L, U) that can ensure Sj > c*.
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4. CONCLUSION

Individualsmust contemplatevalues for U and L to use these results. There is a
representationfor p2 that eases this task in situationswhere ui and Ei are thoughtto be
influencedby the same variables.Let Wi denote a vector of unobservedvariablessuch
that ui = aWi+ vi and Ei= -jWi+ ei, where Wi,vi, and ei are mutuallyuncorrelated,and
let R2 and R2E denote the associatedpopulationsquaredmultiplecorrelationcoeffito show that p2 =R2UR2, implyingthat bounds on p2 can
cients. It is straightforward
be derived from bounds on RwUand R2E. For example, consider the consumption
function discussedin the introduction.One strategyis to simplyset U = Bu where
BWUis the upper bound on R%2Ui.e., it answersthe question "what is the maximum
proportionof transitoryconsumptionvariationI am willingto attributeto the variables
in Wi?" If U is small enough to support an inference then no further assessment is
is the answer to "what is the
9 where BWE
BWub-w,
maximum proportion of transitory income variation I am willing to attribute to Wi?"

needed. Otherwise,one can try U =

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington,DC 20212, U.S.A.
Manuscript received November, 1991; final revision received December, 1992.

APPENDIX

In what follows,inequalitiesare said to be "equivalent"if they have the same solutionset. The
lemmasused in part A are provenin part B.
A. PROOF OF THEOREM 1: Substitute(10) into (3)-(5) to eliminate6, yielding
(11)

V

(12)

vxx z =

(13)

vyxz

=

uu

=

=

TE

+

+

CRU?

where
=

0,xxX

I

z zzvzx

P can now be found as the projectionof the set of vectors(6, k, rU, o,oEu-) that solve (7), (8), and
(11)-(13) subjectto var(Xi,Zi) being n.n.d. and var(ui, ei) being p.d. When p2> 0 the onlybinding
constraintthese latter requirementsplace on the solutionis
(14)

0 > O,

which ensuresthat var(Xi,Zi) is n.n.d.;the positivedefinitenessof var(ui, ei) is alwayssatisfiedby
the solutions,a necessaryconsequenceof evaluating(7) with 0 <p2 < 1, and the assumptionthat V
is p.d. When p = 0 the inequalities o0uu> 0 and o-,_> 0 are also binding constraints.
Next use (11)-(13) to eliminate auugo-E, and o-u_ from (8)-(7), yielding

(15)
and p2

sign (p) = sign (Vyx.z - k6)
= (vyx.z

-

06)2/[(v y.z

-

k62XVxx.z - /)]. Multiplying this last equation by its right hand

side denominatorand rearrangingyields
(16)

A02

+ B + C = 0,

A = (1-p2)02

where
B=p 2vxx Iz02-2vyx

6+

p2vyyIZ9

C= (r2 _ p2)Vyy

For p2 > 0 the set P can now be found as the projectionof the set of vectors (6, /) that satisfy
2) > 0 and
(14)-(16). For p = 0, P is the projectionof the solutionsto (14), (16), and (vyyIz-
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The remainderof the proof is in four parts.Part I determinesthe solutionset to (16). This set
takesfour forms,dependingon whetherp satisfiesp = 0, 0 <p2 < r2, p2 = r2, or r2 <p2 < 1. PartII
- /02) > 0 and
finds the subset of this solution set that satisfies (14), and, if p = 0, (vYY.Z
(vxx.z- k) > 0 as well. Part III finds the subset that satisfies(15) also, and then obtains P as the
projectionof this subset.Part IV obtains 9 as the union of the sets P impliedby each p in [L, U].
I. For any given 6 # 0 the coefficientA in (16) is positiveand the equationis a quadraticin /
with solutions

(17
(17)

~Ik

-B + VB2-4AC
4)(@)=
2A

(18)

)(o)=

-B- iB2 2
2A

4AC

These are definedif and only if B2
substitutefrom (16) to obtain
(19)

B2 - 4AC =

-

4AC > 0; to determinethose values of
+ p2V y .)2

02-2v.

(p2vz

- 4(1

-p2)02(r2

6

for whichthis holds

-p2)vyyIZ.XXIZ

Inspectingthe secondtermshowsthat if p satisfiesr2 < p2 < 1 then B2 - 4AC > 0 for all 6. For the
case p2 = r2 the second term of (19) vanishes,so that B2 - 4AC -B2 > 0. (The equalityB2 = 0
holds if and only if 6 equalsone of the two roots of B; in generalthese roots are givenby
2)
~~~

Wl=t(P2~~

and if p2

=

r2 then w, = mr and w2 =

Mr,

r

rm

)

where (9) gives mr and Mr.) Thus +(

and

0,,, are definedfor all nonzero6 when p2 > r2 or p2 = r2. To analyzethe case 0 <p2 < r2 we need
Thefollowingresults:
LEMMA

1.1: If 0

< r2 and r > 0 then B2 _ 4AC =0 has four real roots, given by

<p2

(20)

m = /b7(R- R2-1)

(21)

M = /W;(rR + JR21)
zi1=i/bb(
z2=

w2i)

W-

/bb7(W+

W2-i),

where
(22)

R

r- V(r 2-p2)(1-p2)
2

r+ V(r2 -p2)
W=

-

(1

p2)

p2

LEMMA 1.2: If the assumptions of Lemma 1.1 hold, then:
if and only if 6Sz1 orm <@0Mor 6>Z2.

(a) 0 <z1 <m <M <z2; (b) B2-

4AC>0

are defined for nonzero 6 if and
Thus, when 0 <p2 <r2 the functions ( and
only if 0 <z1 or m < 0 < M or >zZ2. Finally,note that p = O implies B2 - 4AC = 0 for all 6, so
that +(() and +(() reduce to -B/2A = vyx,1/, which is definedfor all nonzero6.
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If 6 = 0, then A = 0, so (16) is linear in k, and can be solved,exceptwhen p = 0:
(23)

+?=

X. (1 - p2)

II. The case r2 <p2 < 1: Inspectingthe second term of (19) reveals that r2 <p2 < 1 implies
B2 - 4AC > IBI,which togetherwith the fact that A > 0 for all nonzero 6, impliesvia (17) and
(18) that +(() and +(() are, respectively, positive and negative for all nonzero 6.
Also, note from (23) that 6 = 0 implies +(o) > 0 in this case.
The case p2 = r2: Expression (19) implies VB2- 4AC = IBI, which together with the
fact that B is negativeon (mr, Mr) impliesthat for nonzero6-valuesOMequalszero excepton the
interval(mr, Mr),overwhichit is positive,and that +() is negativeexcepton the interval[mr, Mr,
over which it equals zero. For 6 = 0, expression (23)gives 0(0) = 0.
The case 0 <p2 <r2: Lemma 1.2 says B2 - 4AC is defined only for a subset of nonzero
6-values.For such values (19) implies VB2- 4AC < IBI,establishingthe following:if B < 0 then
< 0. Recall that B < 0 if and only if
0(()> O and +(() > 0, whereasif B > 0 then +(() < 0 and
w1< 6 < w2, and note the following:
LEMMA

1.3: The conditions of Lemma 1.1 imply z1 < w1 < m < b < br < M <

W2 < Z2-

It follows from this and Lemma 1.2 that +(() and +(() are real and nonnegative if and
only if m < 6 < M. For 6 = 0, expression(23) gives O(O)< 0.
The case p = 0: Recall that 6 = 0 cannot be part of a solution to (16). For 6 # 0 recall that
= uyx,1/9 which is nonnegative if and only if 6 > 0. For this case we must also
p = 0 *(O) =
impose the constraints(uyy.z - 462) > 0 and (uxx.z0) > 0. Substitutingk = vyx JO into the latter
inequalityand rearrangingyields 6 > vyxz/v
- b. Substituting / = v,1.j6 into the former
inequalitygives 6 < vyyIZyx.z - br*These inequalitieson 6 directlygive the projectionP, whichis
the Gini interval.The parent solutionset is depictedin Figures1-3 as that part of the hyperbola
lyingbeneath +(()III. The finalstep in obtainingP is to impose(15). The resultsare statedfirst;when readingthe
proofsthat follow, it maybe useful to refer to Figures1-3.
(i) If p < O, then P = (b, br)
(ii) If O < p < r, then P =[m, M].
(iii) If p = r, then P = (- oo,oo).
(iv) If r<p<1,
then P={0: 6<b or 6> br}.
Proof of (i): That p = 0 'P = (b, br) is the Gini result. To establish p <0 O P = (b, br) note
from Lemma 1.3 that m < b < br<M holds when 0 <p2 < r2. Togetherwith the other results of
Parts I-II, this implies that for any p2 the function 0(@) is defined and satisfies
0 > 0 on the interval(b, br)dIt thus suffices to show 0(@)satisfies uyx.z- 0b < 0 if and only if
6 = (b, br), and that 0(,) does not satisfy -yx.z <0 for any 6. To show the former first

substitutethe righthanidside of (17) into uyx.z- 00 to obtain
(24)

vyx.z

l-B+ vB2-4AC
2A

)

which after using(16) to eliminateA from the denominator,and then rearranging,equals
2uyxz(

- p2)6

+ B-

B2 - 4AC

2(1 - p2)6

The denominatorhas the same sign as 6, so we must show that when 6 > 0 the numeratoris
negative if and only if b < 6 < br, and that the numeratoris negative for all 6 < 0. Clearly,the
numeratoris negativeif and only if
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vxx.z
(1 _P2)0
2vyxxz

+B <

~B2

\~

~ \ ~ \ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

4yx

-

<

Using (16) to eliminateB from the left hand side gives the equivalentinequality
(25)

+ vyl

p2(Vxx.z62-_2vy.zo

IB2 - 4AC.

The parenthesison the left is positivefor all 6, so this inequalityholds if and only if

Substituting(19) for B2 -4AC
(26)

2(1

on the righthand side and then rearrangingyields
p2)

?(0X <
-b)(00-b)

.

By assumption p * 0 and vyx- > 0, so this holds for all negative values of 6, and holds
for positivevalues if and only if b <6 < br
It remainsto show that k) cannot satisfy v.- -ue <d0 for any 6. Substitutethe right hand
side of (18) into v.x- - 0b67and then follow the same steps as between (24)-(25) to obtain the
followinginequality,which is equivalentto si-d givesta)<i0:
(25)

p2(Vxx

z 2 - 2vyx-zo

+ vyy z) < -B2-_4AC.

for all 6;
<h0
is also
vthisina)i
hence
But this is impossible,since the left hand side is positive
impossible.
Proof of (ii: Recall that if 0 < p2 < r2 then
and 0()are defined,and satisfy / > 0, if and
only if m < 6 < M. It thus suffices to show -that 0/o satisfies vyx. - 00 > 0
if m < 6 <M. Substitutingthe rightside of (18) into vy . - 46 and then rearrangingas was done
from (24) to (25), except using the reverseinequalitysign,yields an inequalitywhich is true if and
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vxx.zV
vx

mr b

br

-

04)< 0

Mr0

FIGURE 2.-The case p2 = r2. Here 0(,) coincides with the horizontalaxis for mr < 6 < Mr;
elsewhereit is negative.The function -(O)
coincideswith the horizontalaxisfor 6 < mr and 6 > Mr.

only if vyx.z - '(Po)6 > 0 is true:
p2(Vxx.z2-

2vY.ZO + vyy.z) >-

B2 - 4AC.

Recallingthat the left side is positivefor all 6 establishesthat this inequalityis true everywherethe
righthand side is defined,whichis the interval[m, M].
Proof of (iii): Recall that p2 = r2 implies 16) = O for all nonzero 6 outside the interval
(m,r Mr), ?(o) = 0 everywhere in [mr, Mj, and +(o) = 0. Thus, vyx.z - (PO> 0 and 4 > 0
are satisfiedby every 6.
Proof of (iv):The solution(0, 0(o))satisfiesboth 4 > 0 and vyx.z- 1) > 0. For nonzero6, recall
that r < p < 1 implies
4(PO)< 0 and
0(,) > 0 for all 6 # 0. It thus suffices
to show that t,t) satisfiesvyx.z- 46 > O if and only if 6 < b or 6 > br. Recall fromthe proof to (i)
that vyx.z- 04(o,) equals(24), whichfor 6 > 0 has the same sign as the left hand side of (26), which
is positiveif and only if 0 < 6< b or 6 > br. If 6 < 0 then vyx - 64(o,) has the sign oppositeto that
of the left hand side of (26), whichis negativefor all 6 < 0.
IV. The set 9 is the union of the sets P impliedby everyp in the interval[L, U]. Part (a) of
Theorem1 thus followsbecause P is invariantto nonpositivep, as reportedin (i) above.Part (d)
follows in the same way from (iv), and (c) is implied by (iii). To prove (b) recall that 0 < m
< b < br< M; hence, (i) and (ii) imply 09 equals the union of the P correspondingto p in (0, U].
Because the pair (mu, Mu) equals(m, M) evaluatedat p2 = U2, it sufficesto show that m and M
are, respectively,strictlydecreasingand strictlyincreasingfunctionsof p2 on (0, r 2). This is done by
showingthat dm/dp2 < 0 and dM/dp2 > 0 for all p2 E (0, r2). Note from(21) that dM/dR > 0, and
refer to the proofof Lemma1.2 to see that dm/dR < 0. It thus sufficesto show dR/dp2 > 0; this is
done by signingthe derivativeof (22), a demonstrationavailableon request.
Q.E.D.
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vxx.z_
/

0

)-

0

br

b
FIGURE 3.-The

<0

case r2 <p2 < 1. The function k(,) is not depicted,as it is negativefor all 6.

B. PROOF OF LEMMA1.1: Rearrangingthe rightside of (19) gives the polynomial
v2 .Zp404-4vxp.zvyxp.

+VyyzVxx.z(4r

2p 2+

263
4p2

-

2p4)02

-

4v

p2

+ V2 .ZP4

The readercan confirmthat if 0 <p2 <r2 then this polynomialequals p4Q1Q2,where
Q1=VXXz2-O -2

Vyy

-Zuxx

zWo

+ vyy

zX

Q2= VXXz2@- 2jVyy.zvXx.xZ RO+v vYY.Z.

The quadraticQ1 has roots (z1, Z2),and Q2 has roots (m, M). For these to be real it sufficesthat
W2> 1 and R2> 1. By inspectionW> R, so it sufficesto showR > 1. Using (22) this can be written
as [r - V(r2 - p2)(1 -p2) ]/p2 > 1, which can be shown to be equivalent to (r - 1)2 > 0, which
Q.E.D.
holdsbecausepositivedefiniteV impliesr < 1.
PROOFOFLEMMA1.2: By inspection z1, Z2, m, and M are all positive, and M < Z2 (Recall that
<R2- <O..
It is obvious that mi<M. Next note that dmi/dR== (R2-1 -R)/
W>R>1.)

Because W> R, it follows that z1 < m. Now recall that B2 - 4AC = P4Q1Q2,where Q1 has roots
(zl, Z2) and Q2 has (m, M). The coefficientson 02 in Q1 and Q2 are both positive,so Q1< 0 iff
zl < 6 < Z2, and Q2 < 0 iff m < 6 < M. Togetherwith the orderingof z1, Z2, m, and M established
Q.E.D.
above,this impliesthat B2 - 4AC > 0 iff 6 z1 or m < 6 A M or 6 > z2.
PROOFOF LEMMA1.3: The quantity w1 differs from m only in that r/p2 replaces R. Since
R < r/p2 < W, the argument used above to prove z1 < m also establishes z1 < w1 < m. The
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inequalities M < w2 <z2 and b <br are obvious. The inequality m <b can be establishedby
showing its equivalenceto an obviouslytrue inequality.Multiply m <b by vX.Z/vyy z and
- 1. Since R - r is positive, squaring both
rearrange into the equivalent inequality R - r <
sides gives the equivalentinequality,R2 - 2rR + r2 <R2 - 1. SubtractingR2 + r2 yields - 2rR <
to both sides yields
1. Using (22) to eliminate R, and adding 2r2/p2
-r21. Multiplyingby p2 gives
-p2) /p2 <2r2/p2-r22r (r2 -p2)(1
(27)

2r

(r2-p2)(1

- p2)

<2r2

r2p2 - p2.

The right side is positive since p2 <r2; hence squaringboth sides gives another equivalent
inequality;doingso, and then rearranging,yields 0 < r4 - 2r2 + 1, whichis equivalentto 0 < (r22
1)2. To establish br <M in a similar fashion, multiplyboth sides by lVXX.Z/vyy.Zto obtain
l/r < R + VR2- 1. If R > l/r this inequalityis obviouslytrue. To show it is true when R < l/r,
- 1; by assumptionthe left side is positive,so
subtractR fromboth sides to obtain l/r - R <
squaringboth sides yields the equivalentinequalityl/r2 - 2R/r + R2<R2 - 1. Adding 2/p2 R2 - l/r2 and using (22) to eliminate R yields 2V/(r2 -p2)(1 -p2) /rp2 < 2/p2- l/r2 - 1.
Finally, multiplyingby r2p2 yields the equivalentinequality(27), which was shown to be true.
Q.E.D.
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